Speech/Language K-1
(Distribute to all Grade K-1 students that
receive speech/language therapy)
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K-1 Articulation/Phonology

Week 9
Story Time!
Read a book to your
partner or take turns
reading. Remember to use
your good speech sounds.

Complete
one
activity
per day.

Color Chat
Get a large box of crayons,
markers, or colored pencils. See
how many colors have your sound
in their name. Now take those
colors and think of things that have
the same sound.
(example - Red Rose,
Blue Blanket). Make up sentences
with these words using your good
sounds.

Present Time!

Tell Me About It!

Take a walk!

Think of as many things as
you can that contain your
sound that you would like
to receive as a present.
Think of things you want to
give your friend that
contain your sound.

Watch a cartoon or movie
of your choice. Describe
what happened during the
cartoon or movie. Now
describe a different ending
– what do you wish
happened? Remember to
use your good speech
sounds!

Take a walk through your
neighborhood. Find five items with
your child’s target sound. Have him
say the names of each item three
times.

K-1 Fluency

Please complete one activity per day with your student.

Read a story to a sibling or
caregiver. Practice using your
smooth speech while reading
and take pauses at each (.) in
the story.

Tell someone at home about
your favorite movie. Practice
using your smooth speech and
be sure to speak slowly. Who
are the main characters? What
happened in the movie? How
did it end?

Play the game “I spy” with
someone.
Example: “I spy something red.”
Are they able to guess what you
see in the room? Use your slow,
smooth speech throughout the
game. Now it’s their turn to spy
something and you get to guess
what it is.

Vocabulary.K1
Week 9

Read the book “Giraffes Can’t
Dance” can be found here
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=hf3OHNUiG4k
After reading the story, ask
questions.
*What animals are named in
the book?
*Which body parts were
named?
*Then point out the body parts
on yourself, your child and any
others in the home.
*Name the animals from the
book and state other places
where they can be seen, i.e.,
the zoo, books, online, etc.
*You can even state similarities
in the animals like which ones
walk on 4 legs and which ones
do not.
*Talk about what these animals
eat—meat, leaves and/or both.

Again, name the animals from
the book. Talk about there are
wild animals and tame animals
(house pets). Using the chart
provided, divide the animals
into tame and wild animals.
Talk about what foods these
animals eat, where they are
found, and which tame animal
is your child’s favorite and
which wild animal is your child’s
favorite. Ask your child why she
likes these animals.

Complete one
activity per
day.
Read the book again focusing
on body parts of the animals.
*Make a list of body parts
humans have.
*Make a list of body parts
animals have.
*Looking at the lists, compare
which body parts are similar
and which are different.

Different Animals:
Separate animals into three
groups.
Group 1—animals that fly,
Group 2—animals that walk on
2-4 legs,
Group 3—animals that swim.
Use the chart provided to list
them.

Comparing and Contrasting
Animal Body Parts
1. Make a list of which
animals have 2 or 4
legs. You can just use
the named and pictured
in the book. Plus,
whatever the child
names.
2. On this same list with a
different color
marker/crayon/pen,
CRICLE the animals that
swim.
3. Draw a line under the
animals that fly.

(This is an introduction to
similarities like synonyms).
Circle the same body parts with
a red crayon and underline the
different ones with a blue
crayon.

4. Draw a box around the
animals that do not
swim and do not fly.
**Use different colors for
the writing tool for each
task.
5. Now compare which
ones have the same
body parts or do the
same things like fly or
swim.
6. Contrast the ones that
are different.
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tooth

teeth

arm

hand
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Wild Animals

Tame Animals

Group One: Animals that Fly

Group Two: Animals with 2-4
legs

Group Three: Animals that
Swim

Following Directions . K-1
Week 9
Animals and Numbers
Use the sheet below to work on
following directions and
numbers. Use the following
directions:

1) “Count the cows at the bottom of
the page.” (6)
2) “Good – now color in ___(6) squares
beside the cow.”
3) “Great job. Now write the number
___(6) in the square.”

Repeat these directions for all
of the animals on the page.
After you’ve completed the
sheet for all of the animals –
use these directions:

Drawing Directions – Compare

Complete one
activity per
day.

1) “Point to the group of animals with
the most.” (ducks)
2) “Point to the group of animals with
the least.” (rabbit)
3) “Point to the animal with horns.”
(cow)
4) “Point to the animal with a beak.”
(duck)
5) Point to the animal with big ears.”
(rabbit)

Treasure Hunt

Choose 5-10 items from around
your home and hide them in
various places. Give
your partner directions to
follow to find each item.

Attributes
Place 5 objects on the table
such as a knife, ball, or blanket.
Ask your child to point to the
object you describe (using the
following attributes.

1) Name of item? Ex. “Point to the
_____(knife).
2) Describe how it is used. Ex. “Point to
the one we drink from.” (cup)
3) Describe something that goes with
it. Ex. “Point to the one that goes with
the bed.” (blanket)
4) Describe the category it belongs
to? Ex. “Point to the one that is a
utensil.” (spoon)

Get two sheets of paper. On
your paper draw colored
shapes, numbers and letters on
different parts of the
paper. Give your partner
directions to re-create your
drawing, but don’t show them
what you drew (ex: Draw a
yellow circle in the middle of
your paper. Put a purple line
under the yellow circle. Write
the letter C in the middle of the
circle.) After giving all
directions, compare your two
drawings and see if they match!
Take turns being the direction
giver and the direction
follower.

Which One Doesn’t Belong?

Think of a category of objects
(e.g., animals, food, toys,
clothing) and name three
objects from that category
along with one object that does
not belong. Ask your child to
name the item that doesn’t
belong from your list. Try to
vary the order of the object that
doesn’t belong each time. Do
this 5-10 times with different
categories. (example: “Apple,
banana, frog, strawberry. Which
one doesn’t belong?”).

Animals and Numbers

Grammar/Syntax.K-1
Week 9
USING PREPOSITIONS
Gather several common
objects and alternately place
them in, on, and under with a
box and a stuffed animal, a toy
car, etc. (e.g., Put the bear in
the box. Put the box under
the bear. Put the bear on the
box.) Once you place the
objects, say: Ex. “The bear is
in the box.” Ask your child
where the bear is and have him
answer saying “The bear is in
the box.”

Complete one
activity per
day.

USING ADJECTIVES
Ask your child if each of these
items in BIG or LITTLE. He is to
respond in a complete
sentence. Parent: “Which is
BIG, the grape or the orange?”
Child: The orange is big.
PREPARE A SNACK
Talk about the actions that you
are doing while making it (e.g.
washing your hands, pouring,
opening, cutting, stirring,
spreading, eating,
drinking, etc.). Have your child
imitate/say the sentences two
times.

USING -ING
Read a story aloud to your
child. As you read the story,
ask him “What is _ doing? If
he needs help, say Kristin is
riding her bike. What is
Kristin doing?”

PLURALS
Use the plurals worksheet
below by showing it to your
child on your screen or by
printing it. Point and say to
your child, “This is a cat.
These are two cats.” Ask
him to imitate you. Then ask
him to show you CAT and
show you CATS. Continue
with this pattern for all
pictures.

PLURALS WORKSHEET

apple
apples

cat

cats

box
bowl

bowls

NARRATIVE LANGUAGE: K-1
Week 9

Complete one
activity per
day.

Review your day…

Add on…

Give an ending to the
following silly story starters:
1. You wake up to discover
you have turned into a rabbit!!
What do you do?
2. You have a plane for
the day, and you can go
anywhere in the world! Where
do you go and what do you do
there?
There is a knock at the door. You
answer it, and it is the Big Bad
Wolf! What happens next?

Tell a story about a time you
felt…
Mad
Sad
Happy

List 5 things that you
did today! They should
be in order and use the
sequence words: first,
next, then, after that
and finally.

What happened in the
beginning? What was the
problem? What was the
solution?

Everybody has a favorite book or
story! Think about the story and
retell it to me! Remember to tell
the character’s names, events in
the story (in the correct order), and
the ending. Then, tell me your
favorite part!

As you read with your
child, have your child ‘add
on’ another adjective
about the characters to
make the story more
exciting. How does the
character look or feel?
Ex. The dog is fast. The
dog is fast and big!

Problem Solving, Perspective Taking, & Conversation K-1
Week 9

You are at the park playing on
the playground. You cannot
wait to go down your favorite
tall, super fast, twisty slide! You
run up the stairs to the very top
and find a line of kids waiting to
go down your favorite slide.
What do you do? Do you wait in
line for your turn just like
everyone else or do you jump in
front of everyone and go first?

You’ve been playing for a while
and you’re starting to get hot
and thirsty. What do you need?
Who could you ask for help?

Complete one
activity per
day.

You’re swinging alone on a big
swing made for several kids
when you notice another child
standing nearby. You ask them
if they are wanting to swing and
they say YES! What do you do
next?

While climbing up the
playground you see a small child
at the top of a slide. She looks
scared to go down. Her mom is
at the bottom of the slide
waiting for her to come down.
What could you say to the little
girl to encourage her to be
brave and go down the slide?

It’s time to go home from the
park, but you are having such a
great time. When your
babysitter says it’s time to go
how do you respond?
Remember, if you follow
directions and listen, then
you’re more like to get to come
back again soon.

